EXPERIENCING ARCHITECTURE.
What is phaeno?
A hall?
A landscape with craters, hills, caves and plateaus?
Or a spaceship in the process of lifting off?
The architecture of phaeno has a novel and unaccustomed appearance. Zaha Hadid created a freestanding building resting on ten mighty concrete
cones. There is much to discover in and on the
building: unusual rooms, sharp edges, flowing forms,
meter-deep craters and breathtaking constructions.

Apropos: „Cones“
The ten mighty concrete „legs“ on which the phaeno
exhibition hall stands are called „cones“. These cones
house, for instance, the entrances, the shop, the
restaurant facilities, the Science Theater, the Ideas
Forum and the workshops. Take a look around: each
of the ten cones is unique.
The Fire Tornado stands in one cone that is cut deep
into a slope like a crater. Go on a search! You‘ll find
more craters.
Have you been in the shop? You‘ll find not one but
two cones there. These are a pair of unlike twins: one
cone reaches only into the exhibition level, whereas
the other extends right up to the roof. If you want,
you can also walk through the two cones on the
ground level.
www.phaeno.de
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Apropos: „Concrete“
Large parts of phaeno are built with concrete. This
material can be used in liquid form on the building
site and was therefore particularly well suited to
mold the complicated shapes of the building.
You can discover a lot about concrete from the
cones. Go on a Discovery Tour! Take a close look at
the concrete surfaces of the cones! Can you feel the
texture of the formwork panels with which phaeno
was constructed? Do you see the imprints of the
nails used to fasten the formwork elements?

Apropos: „Roof“
The phaeno exhibition hall is covered by a steel roof
whose construction is fully visible. The individual
steel girders are not arranged in parallel but combined to form an oblique-angled grid. The steel roof
spans from one cone to another without supports.
If you stand in the middle of the exhibition hall, you
can get a good view of the roof framework in its
entirety and recognize the fan-like structure. Take a
look in all directions! How do the distances between
the girders change? A substantial part of the building
services engineering is integrated in the roof structure. The lighting catches the eye immediately. But
have you also noticed the sprinkler installation and
the ventilation system?

www.phaeno.de
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Apropos: „Windows“
Important elements in the facade design are the
openings in the concrete. Totally different window
shapes can be found throughout.
Where the cones extend right up the edge of the
building, they open up into large glass windows. You
can see this particularly clearly when you look at the
restaurant cone from the outside.
One of the hallmarks of the phaeno architecture
lies in the many diamond-shaped window apertures.
Viewed from the forecourt, these can be seen spread
right across the facade. If you look around, you‘ll see
such windows on many other parts of the building!

The Architect: Zaha Hadid
Zaha Hadid was born in Baghdad, Iraq. She was the
first and up to now only woman to be awarded the
Pritzker Architecture Prize, which she received in
2004, also in connection with her design of phaeno.
The accolade is considered the „Nobel Prize“ for
architects. The star architect lived and worked in
London.
Other well-known buildings and projects from Zaha
Hadid include the Vitra Fire Station in Weil am Rhein,
the Rosenthal Center for Contemporary Art in
Cincinnati, USA, and the MAXXI museum in Rome. In
addition to her architectural work, she also designed
furniture and other objects of everyday use. She
even devised an entire concert stage for the pop
group „Pet Shop Boys“.

Zaha Hadid

Facts, Figures, Dates
1999/2000
2001
2005
9,000 m²
154 x 130 x 97 m, hight approx. 16 m

... as much iron reinforcing the concrete as the weight of 5,000 small cars.
... the concrete used would have filled a cube with 30-meter sides.
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